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Abstract
Network performance problems are notoriously difficult to di-
agnose. Prior profiling systems collect performance statistics
by keeping information about each network flow, but main-
taining per-flow state is not scalable on resource-constrained
NIC and switch hardware. Instead, we propose sketch-based
performance monitoring using memory that is sublinear in the
number of flows. Existing sketches estimate flow monitoring
metrics based on flow sizes. In contrast, performance moni-
toring typically requires combining information across pairs
of packets, such as matching a data packet with its acknowl-
edgment to compute a round-trip time. We define a new class
of lean algorithms that use memory sublinear in both the size
of input data and the number of flows. We then introduce lean
algorithms for a set of important statistics, such as identifying
flows with high latency, loss, out-of-order, or retransmitted
packets. We implement prototypes of our lean algorithms on
a commodity programmable switch using the P4 language.
Our experiments show that lean algorithms detect ∼82% of
top 100 problematic flows among real-world packet traces
using just 40KB memory.
1 Introduction
Modern datacenter operators require timely and accurate
information about the performance of the underlying network
to optimize their network services. High bandwidth usage and
efficiency of the network infrastructure are essential for cloud
provider’s cost control and consumer satisfaction. However,
due to temporary congestion, link failure, or adversarial traffic,
the performance of the network can quickly degrade. Thus,
cloud providers seek efficient ways to evaluate and maintain
the quality of their network infrastructure.
Traditional techniques for diagnosing performance prob-
lems rely on offline analysis of traffic traces [1, 2, 3, 4]. How-
ever, these offline solutions are not capable of real-time di-
agnosis and incur significant data-collection overhead. In
this paper, we focus on online performance analysis. When
conducting diagnosis, an operator needs to track multiple
statistics, which are important to detect performance degrada-
tion and pinpoint problematic issues. For instance, existing
tools track TCP sending and receiving window sizes [5, 6, 7],
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Figure 1: Performance monitoring deployed at the edge.
lost packets [6, 7], round-trip latency [6], out-of-order pack-
ets [7], and re-transmitted packets in order to understand the
current network quality.
Prior efforts on online performance analysis usually
require end-host access. For instance, SNAP [5] and
HONE [8, 9] modify end-host network stack to collect TCP
statistics. These solutions offer good monitoring capabilities
when full control of all the network components is granted.
However, modifying the end-host’s operating system is not
ideal on the following two fronts: (1) In public clouds, opera-
tors cannot alter the end-host’s network stack without under-
mining the isolation of tenant’s virtual machines (VMs). (2)
In other types of networks, operators do not even have access
to end-user machines, e.g., in a carrier network. In both set-
tings, measuring performance statistics inside the network is
a better approach.
In this context, Marple [6] is a language to query
performance statistics from programmable switches and
Dapper [7] is a recent tool for TCP performance diagnosis
deployed at the “edge”—hypervisor, NIC, or top-of-rack
switch, adjacent to the end-host. Unfortunately, network
devices (e.g., NICs and switches, as shown in Figure 1)
have limited memory and computation power available
for handling performance measurement tasks. Tools like
Marple [6] and Dapper [7] rely on per-flow data structures
such as per-flow counters and recorded per-packet timestamps.
These data-plane monitoring techniques become infeasible
when the number of connections is large, particularly as
increasing link speeds lead to ever more flows on each link.
To this end, we ask can we build a performance monitor-
ing tool with high accuracy that is memory-efficient?
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DEFINITION 1. We define the performance-monitoring algo-
rithms that use memory sublinear in both the size of input
data and the number of flows1 as lean algorithms.
In this work, we aim to design lean algorithms as a response
to the question above. A natural observation is that we cannot
achieve lean algorithms by simply tracking and maintaining
accurate information for every flow. Instead, we attempt
to measure the top-k flows that contribute the most latency,
packet loss, out-of-order packets, and retransmitted packets
(i.e., the most “influential” flows). Top-k influential flows
are useful because, in the presence of network performance
problems between end-hosts, these flows contribute signif-
icantly to the performance metric and are strong indicators
reflecting the performance issues. For instance, flows that
have a number of packet losses are useful information for
faulty link detection [10].
Our first attempt to achieve lean algorithms is charac-
terizing the performance-monitoring problems based on a
redefined streaming model. In this model, we prove that if
a performance-monitoring function meets the so-called flow-
additive property (in §3) and can be approximated on an
individual flow using space sublinear in the input data for
that particular flow, then we can provide a lean algorithm
to detect the most influential flows defined by this function,
using space sublinear in not only the total input size but also
the number of flows in the network. To the best of our knowl-
edge, our work is the first to propose algorithms with such
memory requirements.
Our design is inspired by the rich literature of sketching
algorithms in network flow monitoring, where the traffic
is modeled as a stream of elements [11]. A number of
sketching algorithms have been introduced to accurately
estimate various flow metrics such as heavy hitters [12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18], hierarchical heavy hitters [19, 20, 21], flow
size distribution [12, 22, 23], and change detection [17, 18].
These algorithms allow for memory-efficient measurement
systems while maintaining guaranteed fidelity. In a similar
spirit, we leverage sketching techniques as a building block
to achieve excellent memory efficiency for a new set of
performance monitoring metrics. Unfortunately, we provably
cannot provide a general solution for performance monitoring
due to the different definitions between various performance
metrics and the ways to measure them. For instance, latency
is measured by the time of a packet sent and the time
its ACK received, while packet loss is measured by the
number of missing packets in the flow. Specifically, we
also demonstrate lower bounds that show lean algorithms
for specific performance-monitoring problems cannot be
1We follow common terminology, referring to a “flow” as the packets
sharing a 5-tuple (SrcIP, DstIP, SrcPort, DstPort, Proto). In practice, a flow
can also be defined as an Origin-Destination pair or other combinations of
packet header fields.
determined without additional assumptions and problem
relaxations.
We empirically evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of
our algorithms to detect the top 100 flows that contribute
the largest portion of latency, packet loss, out-of-order-
packets, and retransmitted packets. We implement a prototype
in P4 [24] and evaluate on a 6.5Tbps Barefoot Tofino
switch [25]. Our experiment results are based on analyzing
a range of network traces with 2.3M to 3.7M flows and
injected performance issues, and demonstrate good accuracy
using small memory: ∼82% accuracy with 40KB and >90%
accuracy with 160KB for all tested performance statistics.
Roadmap and contributions: This paper is organized as
follows:
• We describe a set of typical performance statistics and
their use cases in diagnosing performance issues. (§2)
• We show a viable path towards lean algorithms. We
introduce a streaming computational model and show
that lean algorithms can be achieved if the performance
statistics satisfy the flow-additive property. (§3)
• We propose and analyze four lean algorithms for track-
ing the flows that contribute most latency, packet loss,
out-of-order packets, and retransmitted packets. (§4)
• We implement a proof-of-concept prototype using P4
and optimize it for Barefoot Tofino hardware target. (§5)
• Our trace-driven evaluation shows that our approach
effectively detects the most influential flows among all
flows with a tiny amount of memory. (§6)
Finally, we discuss related work in §7 and highlight some
future directions this work opens up in §8.
2 Network Performance Statistics
Performance degradation in network connections can occur
for many reasons. For instance, if a flow experiences high
packet loss or latency, the congestion-control algorithm
reduces the sending rate, leading to lower performance.
To profile such performance issues, we need to measure
performance statistics in a timely and efficient manner. In this
section, we discuss representative statistics that are widely
measured in diagnosing performance problems [5, 6, 7]. In
the following statistics, we formally define a packet as a tuple
or a sub-tuple of {key, type, seqno., ackno., time}, where
key is the flow identity (e.g., 5 tuple), type represents a
specific packet type, seq/ackno. is the sequence number
or corresponding acknowledgment (ACK) number (we use
relative numbers 1,2,3 . . . for illustration in this paper), and
time is the timestamp.
Round-trip latency: The latency of a connection can of-
ten be measured by the difference between the packet trans-
mission time and the receiving time of the corresponding
response (i.e., round trip time (RTT)). Many network applica-
tions, such as online gaming or trading, demand fast responses
to information about new events, and are therefore extremely
sensitive to latency. Hence, minimizing network latency is
expected of any adequate network management.
To this end, we identify the k flows that contribute the
highest round-trip times. The round-trip latency for a packet
is measured as the time difference between a sent packet and
its corresponding ACK; the total round-trip time of a flow is
the sum of the latencies of the packets across the flow. Since
the latency measurement relies on the timestamps of a pair of
packets and a missing ACK may happen at any time in the
network, we can specify a set of special packets to measure
the latency in order to minimize the probability of latency
overestimation from missing ACKs. For instance, a TCP
SYN packet can be defined as {key=(1.1.1.1, 2.2.2.2, 123, 80,
TCP), type=SYN, seq=2, time=t1}, with its corresponding
SYN-ACK packet defined as {key=(2.2.2.2, 1.1.1.1, 80, 123,
TCP), type=SYN-ACK, ack=3, time=t2}. Then the measured
latency is t2 − t1 units; when this measured latency increases,
the actual throughput drops.
High network path latency to detect slow TCP rate: The
TCP sending rate depends on the window size and RTT, and
the RTT measurement directly decides the TCP sending rate
at the client-side. To diagnose the problem, when the RTT is
higher than normal (e.g., an expected RTT from an operator
or the minimum RTT among connections), we can decide if
the latency on this connection is acceptable.
Packet loss: Flows with high packet loss can be used
to identify the network routes with potential performance
issues. For instance, if a recent window of packets re-
ceived is {key=(1.1.1.1, 2.2.2.2, 123, 80, TCP), seq=1} and
{key=(1.1.1.1, 2.2.2.2, 123, 80, TCP), seq=3}, the packet
with seq=2 is lost. Our objective is to identify the flows with
the largest fraction of missing packets, given a stream of pack-
ets on a network. When measuring the fraction of packets,
we use the metric of packet byte count.
Packet drops to detect faulty links: Faulty links can cause
random packet drops along the network paths. When we
detect the flows with high packet loss as in Section 4.2, we
can use the paths of these flows to identify potentially faulty
links. For instance, when we detect both routed connections
A→ B → C1 →D and A→ B → C2 →D have high packet
loss, link A→ B has a higher probability of being faulty.
Out-of-order packets: Given a stream of packets in one
direction, the out-of-order packets are defined to be the
packets whose sequence number are less than the current
largest sequence number (MaxSeq), i.e., seq < MaxSeq,
but arrives within a small period of time (e.g., 3ms) after the
packet with MaxSeq is received. Then the objective is to
return the k flows with the most out-of-order packets.
Out-of-order packets to infer incorrectly configured
Quality of Service (QoS): Although there are quite a few root
causes of out-of-order packets, faulty QoS configurations,
such as setting duplicate Access Control List (ACL) rules
that misclassify the packets from the same application into a
different application, can potentially delay some packets and
fails to keep the packets in order. Such incorrect configuration
can affect the performance of online applications. Thus,
network flows with many out-of-order packets can be an
indicator of present misconfigurations. As we describe in
Section 4.3, we detect flows with high out-of-order packets
and use them for troubleshooting the network configurations.
Retransmissions: Given a stream of packets, the retransmit-
ted packets are the packets whose sequence numbers appear
at least twice in a flow. In TCP, retransmissions can happen
under network congestion with high latency and packet loss.
For instance, in TCP fast retransmission, duplicate ACKs are
used as a part of packet recovery in order to remedy a packet
loss or timeout. However, measuring only latency and packet
loss may not be enough as retransmissions could happen due
to other reasons, such as a buffer overflow in a video stream
application in the user machine. Thus, measuring these re-
transmitted packets is useful in evaluating the performance of
the prevailing connections.
In general, performance monitoring assists network
diagnosis tools [26, 27] to further investigate in specific
locations the root causes of network performance issues.
3 Overview of Our Approach
In this section, we show a viable path towards lean algorithms
for performance monitoring in the following steps:
(a) We describe a working model of computation for
performance monitoring tasks.
(b) We observe that a range of performance monitoring
functions in the model share a similar property, which
we characterize and call it flow-additive.
(c) We show a characterization of flow-additive functions
that can be estimated by lean algorithms.
Following the above path, we then propose lean algorithms
in the next section. We summarize our algorithms in Table 1
and present the details in §4.
Computation model and problem setting: We model the
network traffic as a massive data stream that is a union of
flows. We measure some performance metrics defined over
each flow and identify a subset of flows based on the statistics,
e.g., flows with high latency and high packet loss. Prior work
collects per-flow information to deterministically compute
these performance metrics, which require O (N) memory
for N flows. This memory requirement limits the ability
to deploy prior solutions on resource-constrained NIC and
switch hardware as the number of flows can be large in
practice (e.g., tens of millions in a public Internet trace [28]).
Our goal is to design lean performance-monitoring
algorithms that use memory (and also implicitly processing
time) sublinear in both the total size of the input traffic and
the number of flows. Specifically, if N is the number of
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Figure 2: Computation model for performance monitoring
and flow-additive property.
distinct flows, then lean algorithms must use o(N) memory.
Thus, a natural question to ask is whether lean algorithms
are even achievable for performance-monitoring metrics? We
explore this question in the following subsection; we define
the notions of heavy-hitters and flow-additive functions.
g-heavy hitters and flow-additive functions: Suppose each
network flow has been assigned an identity (e.g., 5-tuple), as
previously discussed. Suppose g(⋅) is a function that takes
arbitrary data as input and outputs a performance metric over
the data. For instance, g(⋅) can be a function that counts
packet loss so that g(fi) measures the packet loss in flow
fi. We also define g(⋅) over the union of all flows as g (∪fi),
where we use ∪fi to denote all packets that are sent across
the network, i.e., g (∪fi) is the aggregated packet loss among
all flows. Then we would like to identify the most influential
flows—the so-called g−heavy hitters that are “heavy hitters”
among all flows computed by function g:
DEFINITION 2. For flows f1, f2, . . . , fN and a function g ∶
fi → R, we say that a flow fi is g-heavy hitter if g(fi) equals
at least some fraction  of the `1 or `2 norm of the vector(g(f1), g(f2), . . . , g(fN)). Namely, the `1 g-heavy hitters
are those flows with value at least  ⋅∑i ∣g(fi)∣. Likewise, the
`2 g-heavy hitters are those with value at least  ⋅√∑i g(fi)2.
We first observe that a large number of performance
monitoring functions, including total round trip time, out-of-
order packets, packet retransmissions, and packet loss, obey a
similar set of properties. Thus, it seems natural to investigate
a unifying set of properties for which we might be able to
characterize performance monitoring using lean algorithms.
We formulate the desirable properties below and call functions
that contain these properties flow-additive functions.
Suppose that we have N flows f1, f2, . . . , fN , as shown
in Figure 2. Each flow is a stream of packets associated
with a packet payload, along with some other metadata, such
as 5-tuple, packet type, sequence number, and timestamp.
Given a function g ∶ fi → R, our goal is to approximate the
g function
Flow-
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Figure 3: High-level overview of Theorem 3.
g-heavy hitters2, using both space and processing time that
is sublinear in N . As we will show in Theorem 3, to identify
the g-heavy hitters, we require any function g to be flow-
additive, which means that g (∪fi) = ∑ g(fi). Intuitively, a
flow-additive function on the entire network is the sum of
the values of the functions for each flow in the network. For
example, the function g that computes total latency is flow-
additive since the total latency of a network is defined to be
the sum of the latencies of each flow. Other examples of
flow-additive functions include total number of packets, total
size of packets, number of out-of-order packets, number of
retransmitted packets. On the other hand, the longest round-
trip time is not flow-additive, since it is the maximum of the
round-trip times of each flow.
Since a number of flow-additive functions seem to have
natural lean algorithms to monitor the g-heavy hitters, we ask
For which flow-additive functions g do there exist
lean algorithms that compute the g-heavy hitters?
Characterization of flow-additive functions by lean algo-
rithms: As shown in Figure 3, we show that informally, a lean
algorithm to compute the g-heavy hitters of a flow-additive
function g exists if and only if the memory consumption
s(g,M) of g on a single flow is roughly sublinear (see The-
orem 3) in M , the size of the input data for a particular
flow.
Intuitively, we observe that if a performance monitoring
function is not flow-additive, then a significant challenge is
finding the g-heavy hitters without maintaining approximate
statistics for each flow; and if a function cannot even be
estimated using space sublinear in the input data for a
2We give a proof to find the `2 heavy-hitters, but observe that Theorem 3
also reports the `1 heavy-hitters and can further be modified to identify the
`1 heavy-hitters using spaceO ( 12 s(g,N) logN), such as in Algorithm 1.
Perf. Stats g(⋅) g-Heavy Hitters Flow-additive / Assumptions Space /
Single Flow Sublinear Time
Latency Flows with high latency ✓ / ✓ None O ( 1
2
logn log 1
δ
)
Loss Flows with high packet loss ✓ / X Random packet loss O ( 1
2
logn log 1
δ
)
Out-of-order Flows with high out-of-order packets ✓ / X Bounds packets received within 3ms O ( 1

logn)
Retransmittion Flows with high packet retransmission ✓ / X Only on heavy flows O ( 1
2
logn log 1
δ
)
Table 1: Summary of our lean algorithms for different performance statistics.
particular flow, then there is little hope it can be estimated
across all of the flows. We show that some network
performance issues, such as high latency, follow these two
requirements and hence can be monitored by lean algorithms.
At a high level, we randomly partition the input into several
“buckets”, so that all packets associated with flow i are sent to
the bucket associated with flow i. Given enough buckets, the
g-heavy hitters are partitioned to separate buckets with high
probability. We then run a separate algorithm for each bucket
to identify each g-heavy hitter.
On the other hand, if some performance monitoring
problems do not meet both of the two requirements above,
such as packet retransmissions, we can still find the g-heavy
hitters with additional assumptions (see §4.2, for example).
THEOREM 3. Let g be a flow-additive function,  be the
threshold for g-heavy hitters, and N be the total number
of flows, as well as an upper bound on the total input
size per flow. There exists an algorithm to compute the
g-heavy hitters using space O (s(g,N) ⋅ logN/4). Thus
there exists a lean algorithm to compute the g-heavy hitters
if s(g,N) = o ( N
logN
) and no such lean algorithm exists
if s(g,N) = Ω(N). Moreover, if s(g,N) = polylog(N),
then there exists a lean algorithm to compute the g-heavy
hitters even if the total input size per flow is bounded by some
polynomial in N .
Proof. We first claim it is sufficient to consider the case where
only a single flow fi has an `2 heavy-hitter g(fi) (i.e., a flow
fi whose value g(fi) is at least  fraction of the total value√∑ g(fi)2 on the network). Note that at most O ( 12 ) flows
can be `2 heavy-hitters since 12 (√∑ g(fi)2)2 = ∑ g(fi)2.
Thus, by birthday bounds, hashing each flow into O ( 1
4
)
buckets maps each heavy-hitter to a separate bucket with
constant probability. Hence, we can assume without loss of
generality that only a single flow is a heavy-hitter in each
bucket and by similar reasoning, we can assume that the
contribution of the heavy-hitter to the bucket is greater than
the sum of the remaining contributions to the bucket from
other flows. Specifically, given a hash function H ∶ [N] →[M] for M = O ( 1
4
), we assume there exists some index i
such that
g(fi) ≥ ∑
j∶j≠i,H(j)=H(i) g(fj).
We further partition each bucket into a number of sub-
buckets, so that each sub-bucket receives all updates to a
particular subset of all flows mapped to the bucket. We
identify the index i of the heavy-hitter mapped to this bucket
in a bit-by-bit fashion by performing analysis on the sub-
buckets as follows:
1. For each index k with 1 ≤ k ≤ logN , flow j is mapped
to sub-bucket 2k − 1 if the k-th bit of j is 0 and mapped
to sub-bucket 2k if the k-th bit of j is 1.
2. If g computed on the sub-bucket 2k − 1 is greater than g
computed on the sub-bucket 2k, we set the k-th bit of i
to be 0. Otherwise, we set the k-th bit of i to be 1.
Observe that the first step partitions the flows of {j ∶
j ≠ i,H(j) = H(i)} into 2 logN sub-buckets based on
the parity of each bit of the index. However, since g(fi) ≥∑j∶j≠i,H(j)=H(i) g(fj), then g computed on the sub-bucket
2k − 1 has greater value than g computed on the sub-bucket
2k if and only if the k-th bit of i is 0. Thus, the second
step compares the values of g computed on each pair of sub-
buckets 2k − 1 and 2k to reveal the identity of the k-th bit of
i, and so using all logN pairs of sub-buckets, we can identify
all bits of i (and thus i itself). Since we use O ( 1
4
logN)
sub-buckets, each requiring s(g,N) space, the total space isO ( s(g,N) logN
4
).
On the other hand, if approximating g on a single flow
with input size N requires space Ω(N), then g clearly cannot
be monitored by a lean algorithm.
To show detailed examples of flow-additive functions
and their corresponding lean algorithms, we design sketching
algorithms to measure latency and packet loss, as described
in §4.1 and §4.2.
4 Case Study with Lean Algorithms
In this section, we detail the specific algorithms for the case
studies for which the computation model introduced in §3
can be monitored using lean algorithms. For simplicity of the
presentation, we use Origin-Destination pair (OD-flow with
a send and a receiver) to describe a network flow instead of
using 5-tuple. Our algorithms estimate the 5-tuple flows in a
similar way.
4.1 Case Study I: High Latency We formalize the prob-
lem as follows:
DEFINITION 4. (LATENCY PROBLEM) Given a stream of
packets ei sender si, receiver ri, packet id pi along with
packet type ci (ci = −1 if the packet is regular and ci = 1 if the
packet is an acknowledgment), and time ti ∈ Z+ at which the
packet is recognized by the measurement point. Let the round
trip time for packet id pi be tj − ti where tj corresponds to
the acknowledgment packet and ti corresponds to the regular
packet. Let RTT be the total round trip time for all packets
in the data stream. When we measure only on certain types
of packets, RTT is the aggregated round trip time for these
packets.
Given constants 0 < , δ < 1, we would like to output,
with probability at least 1 − δ, all flows (si, ri) whose total
round trip time exceeds  ⋅ RTT.
A straightforward but naı¨ve approach to monitor network
latency would be to measure the latency across each of the N
flows in a large network, by storing per-flow latency measure-
ments. However, the space required to store information for
all flows could be prohibitively large.
Approach Overview: We first show that the problem of
round trip time is flow-additive and then describe the cor-
responding sublinear algorithm for measuring total RTT in
a single flow. By Theorem 3, it follows that there exists a
lean algorithm for monitoring influential flows with respect to
total RTT, which we then explicitly describe. Given a flow fi
connecting sender si and receiver ri, let g(fi) be the sum of
the timestamps of the incoming packets (from ri to si) minus
the sum of the timestamps of the outgoing packets (from si
to ri). Then ∑ g(fi) is the sum of the round trip times of all
packets, which is exactly g(∪fi), so the round trip time is
flow-additive.
Intuitively, Theorem 3 then provides a reduction to the
problem of finding the heavy hitters in a stream. The universe
of flows is the set of all sender-receiver pairs (si, ri). Upon
sending a packet at time ti, the “counter” for the pair (si, ri)
is decremented by ti, so that receiving the packet (e.g., ACK)
at time tj , the counter is incremented by tj and the total
addition is tj − ti, the round trip time. We then report the
pairs whose round trip time is an -fraction of the total round
trip time across all flows. Note that the heavy-hitter algorithm
may not differentiate between a few packets with significantly
high round trip time or significantly many packets with low
round trip time. In practice, we can also obtain the mean
round trip time if the flow is a heavy flow.
Analysis: Formally, let N = 2 ⋅ (n
2
), where n is the number
of nodes in the network. Let Hi ∶ [N]→ [B] be a family of
hash functions, where B is some integer that represents the
number of buckets.
Let G ∶ [N] → {−1,1} be a pairwise independent hash
function. Let T be a R ×B table, where R = ⌈log 1
δ
⌉.
Let si be a sender id and ri be a receiver id. Let k ∈ [N]
be the integer corresponding to (si, ri) for a regular packet
Algorithm 1 Detect flows with high RTT
Input: A stream of elements ei = (si, ri, pi, ci, ti) with
si ∈ [n], ri ∈ [n], ci = ±1, and ti ∈ Z+. ▷ (Extracted packet
header fields)
Output: A list of pairs (si, ri) with packets whose round trip
time exceeds  ⋅ RTT.
1: Let N = 2 ⋅ (n
2
) and B = ⌈ 9
2
⌉.
2: Let Hi ∶ [N]→ [B] be a family of hash functions.
3: Let G ∶ [N] → {−1,1} be a pairwise independent hash
function.
4: Let T be a R ×B table, where R = ⌈log 1
δ
⌉.
5: for each element ei: do
6: if si < ri then
7: Let k ∈ [N] be the integer corresponding (si, ri).
8: for each 1 ≤ j ≤ R do
9: Set T [j][Hj(k)] = T [j][Hj(k)]+G(k) ⋅ ti.
10: else
11: Let k ∈ [N] be the integer corresponding (ri, si).
12: for each 1 ≤ j ≤ R do
13: Set T [j][Hj(k)] = T [j][Hj(k)]−G(k) ⋅ ti.
14: for each (si, ri) where si < ri do
15: Let k ∈ [N] be the integer corresponding (si, ri).
16: The round trip time is the median of ∣T [j][Hj(k)]∣
across 1 ≤ j ≤ R.
17: Output the flows whose round trip time is at least  ⋅RTT.
and (ri, si) for an acknowledgment. Similarly, let ci = 1 if
the packet is an acknowledgment and ci = −1 otherwise.
Upon seeing each element ei = (si, ri, pi, ci, ti), we add
G(k) ⋅ ti ⋅ ci to T [j][Hj(k)] for each 1 ≤ j ≤ R. At the
end of the stream, the counter in the cell T [j][Hj(k)] equals
the sum of the round trip time of the packets from si to ri in
expectation, since k corresponds to the ordered pair (si, ri) or(ri, si). Thus, we use the median of the absolute values of all
Hi(k) for concentration inequalities. The intuition is that ci
controls the direction of the message, so that regular packets
and acknowledgment packets have different signs. Since G
is a pairwise independent hash function, the expectation of
T [j][Hj(k)] is the round trip total time between si and ri.
We present Algorithm 1, which follows CountSketch
[13] for a universe of size N .
THEOREM 5. The expected value of ∣T [j][Hj(k)]∣ for each
1 ≤ j ≤ R is the cumulative round trip time of all packets on
flow (si, ri).
Proof. Suppose for si < ri, the first message on flow (si, ri)
is from si to ri at time ti and the return message from ri
to si is at time tj . Suppose also that no other message is
passed between si and ri. Recall that each flow is associated
to some integer between 1 and N . Let k ∈ [N] be the integer
corresponding to (si, ri). For each k′ ∈ [N], let Yk′ be a
random variable with Yk′ = 0 if Hj(k′) ≠Hj(k) and Yk′ = 1
otherwise (if Hj(k′) = Hj(k)). Intuitively, Yk′ represents
whether the information of flow k′ is hashed to the same
bucket as the information of flow k. Similarly, let c(k′) = −1
for an acknowledgment packet and c(k′) = 1 for a regular
packet. Then for each 1 ≤ r ≤ R,
T [r][Hr(k)] = ∑
k′∈[N] c(k′) ⋅G(k′) ⋅ ti ⋅ Yk′ .
Since G is a pairwise independent hash function mapping to{−1,1}, then E [G] = 0 for k′ ≠ k, then E [T [r][Hr(k)]] =
c(k) ⋅ G(k) ⋅ ti. Since G(k) = ±1 and c(k) = 1 for a
regular packet and c(k) = −1 for an acknowledgment packet,
then ∣E [T [r][Hr(k)]] ∣ = tj − ti. Thus, the expected value
of ∣T [j][Hj(k)]∣ for each 1 ≤ j ≤ R is the round trip
time between si and ri. The proofs for the other cases are
symmetric.
THEOREM 6. For 1 ≤ j ≤ R, the variance of ∣T [j][Hj(k)]∣
is the sum of the squared round trip times across all flows.
Proof. For each flow k connecting nodes i and j, let RTT(k)
be the total round-trip time of the packets between i and j. For
a fixed pair of nodes u and v, let k denote the flow associated
with (u, v). Then the variance of ∣T [j][Hj(k)]∣ is
E
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎛⎝ ∑k′∈[N] c(k′) ⋅G(k′) ⋅ ti ⋅ Yk′⎞⎠
2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ − RTT(u, v)2.
Again note that E [G] = 0 for k′ ≠ k, so
Var (T [j][Hj(k)]) = E⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ∑k′∈[N]RTT(k′)2 ⋅ Y 2k′
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦−RTT(u, v)2.
Since Hj is a hash function mapping to [B], then
E [Y ′k] = 1B for k′ ≠ k and so Var (T [j][Hj(k)]) ≤
1
B ∑k′∈[N] RTT(k′)2.
THEOREM 7. Let RTT be the total round trip time of all
packets in the network. Algorithm 1 outputs all pairs (si, ri)
such that the round trip time is at least  ⋅ RTT, with
probability 1 − δ and using O ( 1
2
logn log 1
δ
) space and
update time.
Proof. Consider a fixed flow k and hash function Hj . By
Chebyshev’s inequality on Theorems 5 and 6, for B = 9
2
,
Pr
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣∣∣T [j][Hj(k)]∣ − RTT(k)∣ ≥ 
√∑
k′ RTT(k′)2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≤ 13 .
Thus Algorithm 1 detects whether RTT(k) is at least 
fraction of the total round trip time. Taking the median ofO (log 1
δ
) parallel hash functions boosts the probability to
1 − δ. Observe that each update modifies a single entry in
each row of the table by a basic arithmetic operation. Hence,
the update time is also O ( 1
2
logn log 1
δ
).
Algorithm 2 Detect flows with high packet loss
Input: A stream of elements ei = (si, ri, pi) with si, ri ∈ [n].
Output: A list of all pairs (si, ri) with large packet loss.
1: Let N = 2 ⋅ (n
2
) and B = ⌈ 9
2
⌉.
2: Let Hi ∶ [N]→ [B] be a family of hash functions.
3: Let G ∶ Z → {−1,1} be a pairwise independent hash
function.
4: Let T be a R × B table, where R > 1 is any constant
integer.
5: for each element ei: do
6: Let k ∈ [N] be the integer corresponding (si, ri).
7: for each 1 ≤ j ≤ R do
8: if pi is odd then:
9: Set T [j][Hj(k)] = T [j][Hj(k)]+G (pi+12 ).
10: else
11: Set T [j][Hj(k)] = T [j][Hj(k)] −G (pi2 ).
12: for each (si, ri) do
13: Let k ∈ [N] be the integer corresponding (si, ri).
14: Let fk be the median of ∣T [j][Hj(k)]∣ across 1 ≤
j ≤ R.
15: if fk > ∑x∈[N] fx then
16: Output (si, ri).
4.2 Case Study II: High Packet Loss We present the
problem as follows:
DEFINITION 8. (PACKET LOSS PROBLEM) Given a stream
of elements ei = (si, ri, pi) with sender id si ∈ [n], receiver
id ri ∈ [n], and packet id pi, let the number of lost packets fj
for flow j ∈ [N] be the number of packets that never appear
and whose ids are less than the maximum packet id for flow j.
Let P be the total number of lost packets across all flows in the
data stream. Given that some (constant) number of the flows
have high packet loss, identify these flows in expectation.
Approach Overview: We describe our approach in Algo-
rithm 2. We solve the problem by offering a reduction to the
problem of identifying a random walk. Ideally, we would
like to transform the updates so that a flow with high packet
loss will be a random walk, while a flow that does not have
high packet loss will map to a walk with moderate amounts
of structure. Again, the universe of flows is the set of all
sender-receiver pairs (si, ri). We pair packet ids so that re-
ceiving both pi and pi+1 will cancel out for (si, ri). On the
other hand, if packet pi arrives but pi+1 does not, then the
counter for (the hash of) position (si, ri) will change by one
in a random direction. Thus, if a large number of packets for(si, ri) is missing, then the counter will experience a random
walk. We then report the pairs with large counters. Observe
that the number of lost packets in a flow must also be an
-fraction of the total number of lost packets. Otherwise,
the heavy-hitters algorithm cannot differentiate between one
flow with a medium number of lost packets or several flows
with a small number of lost packets. Formally, we have the
following result:
THEOREM 9. Let αi be the total number of packets lost
across each flow i and TPL = ∑√αi. Algorithm 2 outputs all
sender-receiver pairs (si, ri) with number of missing packets
(assuming a uniform distribution of lost packets) is at least
 ⋅ TPL, in expectation and using O ( 1
2
logn log 1
δ
) space
and update time.
Analysis: Formally, let n be the number of nodes in the
network and G ∶ [m] → {−1,1} be a hash function, where
m is the number of elements in the stream. Upon receiving
packet pi, define qi = G (pi+12 ) if pi is odd and qi = −G (pi2 )
otherwise. Note that for a stream with no packet loss,∣∑ qi∣ ≤ 1. On the other hand, a stream that has missing
packets corresponds to a random walk with unit step sizes.
In fact, a stream with m missing packets corresponds to
a random walk of length m, which has length
√
2m
pi
in
expectation. Thus, we can identify a flow with a large number
of lost packets. However, we note that Algorithm 2 only holds
in expectation and may not provide a good estimation in some
packet loss situations.
4.3 Case Study III: High Out-of-Order Packets To track
all flows with a high number of out-of-order packets, we
need to compare each incoming packet against the maximum
sequence number and latest timestamp of the flow it belongs
to. Without knowing this per-flow information, a specific
packet cannot be classified as out-of-order packets. Therefore,
a lower bound of Ω(n) counters are needed for n flows.
LEMMA 10. Any algorithm that finds all flows with a high
number of out-of-order packets must use Ω(n logn) bits of
space, where n is the number of flows.
Proof. Consider the distribution where n2 packets are parti-
tioned among n flows, and each of them contain no out-of-
order packets. Thus, the state of the packets looks like (p1,
p2, ..., pn), where each pi is the packet number of flow i,
and the sum of the pi’s is n2. There are roughly (n2n ) such
possibilities, which is 2Ω(n logn).
If we use less than 1
2
(n2
n
) bits of space, a counting
argument shows that there are “many” pairs of states X
and X ′ that are mapped to the same memory configuration.
Hence, there exists some flow fi such that X reports q1
packets seen by fi whileX ′ reports q2 packets seen by fi with
q1 ≠ q2. Without loss of generality, suppose the packets on
fi reported by X are {1, . . . , q1} while the packets reported
on fi by X ′ are {1, . . . , q2}. Suppose an additional packet
arrives on flow fi and with 12 probability, the packet ID is
q1 − 1 and with 12 probability, the packet ID is q2 − 1. Then
Algorithm 3 Algorithm for out-of-order packets
Input: A stream of elements ei = (si, ri, pi, ti).
Output: A list including all large flows (si, ri) with a high
number of out of order packets.
1: Let T be a r × 2 table, with r = 1

.
2: Let Q be a min priority queue where each element is an
ordered pair (fi, ti) consisting of a flow fi and the time
the last packet for the flow was received.
3: for each element ei: do
4: Let ki ∈ [N] be the flow associated with (si, ri).
5: if ki is in Q then
6: if pi ≤MaxSeq then
7: if T [j][1] = ki for some j then
8: T [j][2]← T [j][2] + size(ei).
9: ▷ Increment counter for ei. When each packet is
considered as the same weight, size(ei) = 1
10: else if T [j][2] ≥ size(ei) for all j then
11: T [j][2]← T [j][2] − size(ei) for all i.
12: ▷ Decrement all counters.
13: else
14: z ← argminT [j][2].
15: y = size(ei) − T [z][2].
16: T [j][2]← T [j][2] − y for all j.
17: T [z][1]← ki and T [z][2] = y.
18: else
19: MaxSeq ← pi.
20: else
21: Q.push((fi, ti))
22: for any j with tj < ti + 3ms do
23: Q.pop((fj , tj))
the probability the algorithm correctly identifies the number
of out-of-order packets is at most 1
2
.
Although it does not seem evident how to approximate
the number of out-of-order packets on a single flow using
space sublinear in the input of the flow, we nevertheless obtain
a lean algorithm with the following relaxation. Namely, if we
assume that the number of packets that arrive within some
time window, such as 3ms, is a constant bounded amount,
then we can track the number of out-of-order packets on a
single flow using sublinear space. Consider the following
variant of the out-of-order problem:
DEFINITION 11. (HIGH OUT-OF-ORDER PACKETS)
Given a stream of elements ei = (si, ri, pi, ti) with sender
id si ∈ [n], receiver id ri ∈ [n], packet id pi, and timestamp
ti ∈ [m], we define the number of out-of-order packets for
flow j ∈ [n] as the number of packets that are not received in
order. SupposeMaxSeq is the maximum received ID number
for a flow so that out-of-order packets have pi < MaxSeq
and further assume that out-of-order packets arrive within
some period of time (e.g. 3ms) after the packet with MaxSeq
was transmitted. Let P be the total number of out of order
packets across all flows in the data stream. Given a constant
0 <  < 1, we would like to output all flows i such that the
number of out of order packets fi exceeds  ⋅ P .
Thus, we have the following result and give in Algo-
rithm 3 the full algorithm for the high out-of-order packets
problem.
THEOREM 12. (INFORMAL) Let P be the number of out-of-
order packets (that appear within 3 ms of the latest packet).
Algorithm 3 returns the flows that have at least  ⋅ P out-
of-order packets, if any exist, using O ( 1

logn) space and
update time, along with the space necessary to maintain all
packets within that arrive within 3ms.
Here we track the flows with the highest number of out-
of-order packets using a tug-of-war sketch. At each point, we
maintain counters for certain flows that we have seen so far.
When one of these flows is determined to have an additional
out-of-order packet, the corresponding counter for that flow
is incremented. When a different flow with an out-of-order
packet is encountered, each counter is decremented. If the
counter for a certain flow reaches zero, it can be replaced with
a different flow. Since there are 1

counters, any flow with
at least  ⋅ P out-of-order packets will be output by the data
structure at the end.
4.4 Case Study IV: High Number of Retransmitted
Packets Suppose there exists a traffic network with a central
hub that can measure packets according to the route of the
packet and the packet ID. One attribute of a problematic flow
is a high number of retransmissions, packets that somehow
fail to send and must be resubmitted. Although there does
not seem to be an obvious way of approximating the number
of retransmissions on a single flow using space sublinear in
the input of that particular flow, we can still obtain a lean
algorithm with the following relaxation. We formalize the
problem as follows:
DEFINITION 13. (RETRANSMITTED PACKETS PROBLEM)
Given a stream of elements ei = (si, ri, pi) with sender id
si ∈ [n], receiver id ri ∈ [n], and packet id pi, let the number
of retransmitted packets fj for flow j ∈ [(n2)] be the number
of packets whose ids appear at least twice. We say that a
flow has high transmission if the average packet in the flow
is retransmitted k times for some k > 1. Given that some
(constant) number of the flows has high retransmission,
identify these flows with probability at least 2/3.
We instead relax the problem to finding the elephant flows
that have high retransmission. That is, we report the flows
that have high retransmission and at least -fraction of T , the
total number of packets sent across the network.
Algorithm 4 Algorithm for high retransmissions
Input: A stream of elements ei, threshold k.
Output: A list including all large flows with an average
number of retransmissions at least k.
1: Use CountSketch to maintain a list L of the flows with at
least 
2
fraction of the total packets.
2: for each element ei: do
3: for each flow fj in L: do
4: Track the number of elements nj in fj .
5: Maintain a 2-approximation of the number of
distinct elements dj in fj .
6: F ← ∅
7: for each flow fj in L: do
8: if nj
dj
≥ k
4
: then
9: Append fj to F .
10: Return F .
We use a CountSketch algorithm to continuously report
the flows with at least 
2
T packets. For each flow reported
by the algorithm, we approximate the average number of
retransmissions in the flow by tracking the total number of
subsequent packets in the flow, as well as an approximation
of the number of distinct packets sent by the flow, such as by
using an algorithm of [29]. If the CountSketch algorithm ever
stops reporting that a particular flow is a heavy-hitter, then
we discontinue tracking of the packets of the flow. Observe
that any with at least T packets is tracked after 
2
T packets
arrive. Hence if the flow sent each packet an average of at
least k times, then on the remaining packets, the average
number of retransmissions for each packet is at least k
2
, after
the flow is tracked. Since we maintain a 2-approximation of
the number of distinct elements, then the average reported
number of retransmissions is at least k
4
. On the other hand,
if the flow previously sent each packet an average of less
than k
16
times, then on the remaining packets, the average
number of retransmissions for each packet is less than k
8
,
after the flow is tracked. Hence, the average reported number
of retransmissions is less than k
4
.
We give the full algorithm for the (relaxed) high number
of retransmitted packets problem in Algorithm 4. Thus, we
have the following result:
THEOREM 14. (INFORMAL) Let T be the total number of
packets sent on the network. There exists a streaming
algorithm outputs all flows that send at least T packets and
have an average retransmission rate of at least k and reports
no flows that have an average retransmission rate of less than
k
4
. The algorithm succeeds with constant probability and usesO ( 1
2
logn) space and update time.
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5 Implementation
We implemented prototypes of Algorithms 1 to 4, including
a switch data-plane program (in P4-14) and a controller (in
Python). In the data plane, we define each algorithm’s per-
packet behaviors through a series of processing stages, each
of which has its dedicated resources, including register arrays
and match-action tables (as shown in Figure 4). Our data-
plane program is compiled to Barefoot P4 studio with all
algorithms combined.
Data-Plane Implementation: To realize our data-plane
algorithms, there are three steps as the following:
(1) Extract required header fields (e.g., SrcIP, DstIP, Seq
No., Timestamp, and Proto.) into P4 metadata with the
programmable parser. These metadata are shared and can
be accessed among all processing stages in a programmable
switch.
(2) Leverage embedded CRC32 hash functions to hash the
flow key and update to the corresponding counters in
register arrays with algorithm-specific updating schemes
(e.g., plus or minus with current timestamp);
(3) Report possible influential flow keys to the controller for
offline estimation of the performance statistics.
Practical considerations in the implementation: We focus
on a hardware switch implementation and have the following
adjustments to account for hardware limitations.
1. Hash functions: We use Count Sketch [13] as a component
in our algorithms, and the analysis of Count Sketch [13]
requires pair-wise independent hash functions. Barefoot
Tofino switches have no hardware support for such guar-
antees. Thus, to ensure good “independence” between
hash functions, we configure the embedded CRC32 with
random polynomial hash seeds and select a set of hash
seeds that produce significantly different hash values for
the same flow key.
2. Priority queue: In Algorithm 3, we use a min priority
queue to maintain the set of most recent received packets.
However, such a data structure with a non-linear number
of operations per packet is not supported in existing
programmable switch hardware. Instead, we use a
Lean 
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Port 
Port 
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Figure 5: Evaluation Setup.
two-way cuckoo table to cache the most recent packet
information and we observe a negligible number of
collisions when the size of the table is reasonably large
(e.g., several times of receiving window size).
3. Top flow keys: When reporting the identities of the most
influential flows, we cannot leverage data structures such
as heap or priority queue to store the flow identities in
the data plane. Instead, we leverage a packet mirroring
feature in the switch with a Bloom filter [30, 31, 32]. Once
the estimated statistic for a flow exceeds some threshold,
the switch duplicates this packet and reports the copy to
the controller. Since the number of possible influential
flows is small, the Bloom filter in the switch (almost)
ensures that each influential flow is reported once. An
alternative implementation without any false positives is
to use TCAM (ternary content-addressable memory) to
maintain a one-to-one matching table.
4. Timestamp: When measuring the flow latency, we
need to record the timestamps of each targeted pair
of packets as the timestamp field in the TCP packet
is not useful in our task. Once the programmable
parser matches a particular type of packet, we lever-
age the high-precision timer in the switch to record
ingress_global_timestamp in the P4 metadata.
This ingress_global_timestamp comes with
nanosecond-level precision.
In §6.3, we detail the hardware resource usage of our
prototype by compiling to Barefoot Tofino with Barefoot
P4 Studio suite.
Control Plane: We implement the controller as a Python
module. The P4 framework allows us to define the API for
control-data plane communication. We use a Thrift API to
query the contents of data-plane register arrays (sketch data
structure). After obtaining sketches, we estimate the top-K
influential flows by estimating the values of the stored flow
identities on the sketches.
6 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our algorithms
using CAIDA’s anonymous network traces from 2018 [33].
We show that our prototype can (1) report flows with high
latency, high out-of-order packets, and high retransmission
rates accurately, and achieve high recall rates when packet
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Figure 6: (a) Latency vs. accuracy (recall and precision) in detecting top 100 flows with various latency. (b) Memory vs.
accuracy tradeoff in detecting top 100 flows with 50ms average latency. (c) Packet loss vs. recall in detecting top 100 flows
with various packet losses. (d) Memory vs. recall tradeoff in detecting top 100 flows with 4% packet loss.
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Figure 7: (a) Out-of-order rate vs. accuracy (recall and precision) in detecting top 100 influential flows. (b) Memory vs.
accuracy tradeoff in detecting top 100 flows with 4% out-of-order rate. (c) Retransmission rate vs. accuracy in detecting top
100 flows. (d) Memory vs. accuracy tradeoff in detecting top 100 flows with 1% retransmission rate.
loss is significant; (2) present a tradeoff between memory
vs. accuracy and offer reasonable accuracy even with small
memory footprint; and (3) measure multiple statistics simulta-
neously under hardware resource limitations. We first briefly
describe our methodology in Section 6.1 and show the results
in the rest of the section. Other base-line solutions [5, 6, 7]
provide 100% accuracy but use O (N) space for N flows.
6.1 Methodology We build our prototype with P4-14 on a
6.5Tbps Barefoot Tofino switch and set up the environment
as shown in Figure 5. We use CAIDA anonymized traces
collected from an OC-192 link between Sao Paulo and New
York. The traces are divided into one-minute epochs, each of
which consists of approximately 70 million packets. In our
evaluation, we set our monitoring interval to 1-min, and each
epoch has about approximately 3,700,000 unique flows. By
default, we allocate 5 rows of 2000 32-bit counters (40KB)
in our sketch.
Setups: As public packet traces do not have significant
performance issues in their network, we create a synthetic
packet trace from CAIDA traces: (a) To simulate the high-
latency issue, we manually inject 30∼90ms delays into 100
random heavy flows before sending to the switch with the
packet sender. (2) To simulate high packet loss, we inject
1%−10% random packet loss to the randomly selected 100
flows out of the top 1000 heavy flows. (3) To simulate high
out-of-order packets, we randomly sample some packets and
delay them for 5ms in order to change the original packet
order. Similarly for retransmitted packets, we randomly
sampled packets to be duplicated.
We report the median (and error bar) for ten indepen-
dent runs. In terms of accuracy, we consider the recall
and precision, defined as ∣ReturnedF lows∩RelevantF lows∣∣RelevantF lows∣ and∣EstimatedTrue∣∣True∣ .
6.2 Accuracy and Memory We first evaluate the accuracy
of our Algorithms 1 to 4. In Algorithm 1, we detect the
top 100 flows with the largest injected latency and report
the recall rate. In Algorithm 2, we track the top 100 flows
with the largest injected random packet loss. Similarly, in
Algorithms 3 and 4, we return the top 100 flows with a high
number of out-of-order packets and retransmitted packets.
Latency: We track only TCP packets and replay the PCAP
file with injected latency times for selected flows. As shown in
Figure 6(a), Algorithm 1 returns > 80% of top 100 flows with
30ms average latency. When the latency is more significant,
Algorithm 1 finds ∼98% of top 100 high latency flows. If
we get a slightly loose memory requirement, we can trade
a small increase in memory for better accuracy. Figure 6(b)
shows the recall rate of detecting top 100 flows with 50ms
mean latency can reach ∼98% when using 80KB memory.
Packet loss: As depicted in Figure 6(c), Algorithm 2 can
detect the majority of the flows with the highest packet loss
using 40KB memory. The recall rate increases significantly
when the loss rate increases from low (1%) to high (10%). In
Switches Match Entries Hash Bits SRAMs Action Slots
Switch.p4 804 1678 293 503
Our Prototype 349 1051 31 98
Table 2: Hardware resource usage on PISA switch.
Figure 6(d), we show a similar memory-accuracy tradeoff as
recall rate is improved by using more memory, and we can
achieve ∼95% recall rate when allocating 320KB memory.
Out-of-order packets: Using the injected real-world packet
trace, Algorithm 3 can detect the flows with a high number
of out-of-order packets. As shown in Figure 7(a), with 5
rows of 2000 counters our algorithm is able to detect the top
100 problematic flows among 3 million flows with > 95%
recall and > 92% precision. When we increase the number of
counters, there is a clear tradeoff between memory usage and
accuracy, i.e., when using more than 80KB memory, 99% of
the flows with 4% out-of-order rate have been returned.
Retransmission: With a synthetic trace, we manually create
duplicated packets with probabilities from 1% to 10%.
Algorithm 4 tracks elephant flows first and estimates the
number of transmitted packets. The heavy-hitter algorithm
detects the elephant flows with fairly perfect accuracy with
even 40KB memory, as shown in Figures 7(c) and 7(d).
6.3 Hardware Resources Finally, we measure the re-
source usage of a hardware switch. The Protocol Independent
Switch Architecture (PISA) we use allows developers to de-
fine their own packet formats and design the packet actions
in a series of match-action tables. These tables are mapped
into different stages in a sequential order, along with dedi-
cated resources (e.g., match entries, hash bits, SRAMs, and
action slots) for each stage. Our prototype leverages stateful
memory to maintain the sketch data structure, and minimizes
the resource usage. Table 2 shows small resource usage with
Algorithms 1-4 combined, compared to a simple switch im-
plementation provided by default (switch.p4).
7 Related Work
End-host based monitoring tools: With the full access to
the end-host’s network stack, existing work has tackled flow
monitoring [34, 35], event triggering [36], trace replay [37,
38], and performance monitoring and diagnosis [39, 40]. The
advantage of using an end-host based approach is the accurate
analysis of the network traffic. However, the deployment of
such end-host based tools requires the control of the end-hosts,
which largely limit the usage to private cloud environments.
Recent work [41] also leverage switches to efficiently point to
distributed end-host information for whole network visibility.
Switch-based monitoring tools: Since hardware switches
have limited memory resources for monitoring tasks, memory-
optimized sketching algorithms have been proposed to a
variety of flow monitoring tasks, such as heavy hitters
(frequent flows) [42, 14, 43, 15], detecting hierarchical heavy
hitters [20, 21], counting distinct flows [44, 18], estimating
frequency moments [11], and change detection [45, 18].
These sketching algorithms offer worst-case guarantees to
arbitrary network workloads and use sublinear memory in
terms of the number of distinct network flows. On the
other hand, virtual switches are emerging as an important
measurement vantage point. Other than the traditional
sampling-based approach [46, 47], recent work [48, 49,
50, 51] has targeted on efficient data structures for flow
monitoring in software switches. The main goal of these
approaches is to achieve line-rate with accurate measurement
results. In contrast to past work on flow monitoring, we
propose sublinear data structures for performance monitoring.
8 Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, we propose memory-efficient approaches for
network performance monitoring. Our theoretical analysis
and empirical evaluation demonstrate that our approaches
achieve good accuracy with significant memory efficiency.
We conclude by highlighting a subset of new and exciting
future work that this work opens up.
Additional performance analytics: Beyond tracking la-
tency, packet loss, out-of-order, and retransmitted packets, we
will consider more metrics, such as high delayed ACKs and
low sending window. We have shown that there are memory
lower bounds of Ω(N) for a workload with N flows when
deterministically obtaining some statistics in the model. Thus,
to achieve lean memory efficiency, we need to identify if a par-
ticular performance monitoring task meets both flow-additive
property and single flow sublinearity. If a performance func-
tion fails to meet either of these two properties, we need to
further relax the problems with additional assumptions that
are reasonable under practical networking scenarios.
Hardware optimization: When monitoring multiple statis-
tics simultaneously on a hardware device, we would like to
reduce the cost of maintaining multiple data structures. One
simple way to reduce the hash bits (for other concurrent appli-
cations) is to store the hash value as metadata and reuse across
sketches. We will further explore other probabilistic and suc-
cinct data structures specifically designed for performance
monitoring in resource-constrained hardware.
Possible universal data structure: In this work, we define a
computation model to describe the performance statistics
collected from each flow and show the existence of lean
algorithms. This unified model lights up a potential path to a
“universal sketch” on all performance monitoring functions
defined in the model. One attempt to build such a universal
sketch can be maintaining a similar structure as UnivMon [18,
52] or ElasticSketch [53] on each of the heavy flows.
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